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The Panoramic World of John Knox 
 
Visual depictions of the Scottish landscape and culture within the public domain were limited 
at the beginning of the eighteenth century. However, the foundations for an eventual change 
and high point in popular culture in the early nineteenth century was born out of the burgeoning 
theatres and academies of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and through the Norie brothers 
(Holloway, 1994) who were instrumental in developing a dynasty of decorative and landscape 
painters. Many of these painters were commissioned by land owners for whom they depicted 
estates, decorated interior walls with refined wilderness and tamed the wildness outside with 
landscaping. 
 
The impact of Scotland’s new transport infrastructure not only enabled direct engagement with 
the landscape but also provided a greater opportunity for artists to present those vistas and 
panoramic views to the public. Transport made travelling shows feasible on a scale that 
allowed the movement of largescale painted scenery, in the form of panoramas and theatrical 
sets, across Scotland and the rest of Britain. Depicting both the romantic landscape but also 
the rising industry and trade of the cities, they travelled to entertain the public in among others 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Newcastle, Dublin and London. Artists went on sketching trips across 
Scotland gaining inspiration and material, from which they would turn reality into myth and 
myth into a new reality through the medium of landscape paintings, theatrical painted cloths 
or the visually more immersive experience of largescale panoramas.  
 
Panoramas varied in scale from Robert Barker’s (1739-1806) original view of Edinburgh from 
Carlton Hill, painted in glue tempera on linen, displayed as a half circle (180 degrees) with a 
diameter of 25ft when first opened to the public in Edinburgh in 1788; to Barker’s and Henry 
Burford’s view of Edinburgh in 1825 exhibited in the Leicester Square Rotunda (84ft in 
diameter and 35 ft high), the canvas now a complete 360 degrees. They were housed in timber 
circular structures and naturally illuminated from above “Open every lawful day, from nine 
o’clock till dusk. Admittance One Shilling.”  Similar to a modern pop-up event; the latest 
panorama would be on show for a few weeks to months before moving to another city. While 
Barker had scaled up his panoramas at his new brick rotunda at Leicester Square, London; 
his patent had run out in 1801/2 and other artists started to exploit the genre, seeing the 
potential of this public spectacle; realized in smaller wooden rotundas. Barker’s original timber 
building for his panoramas on Leith Walk, Edinburgh was advertised for sale in 1806, with a 
seven year lease still to run ”it had a clear space of fifty feet diameter within the room”. The 
commerce of the business is evident as the advert continues “Any person wishing to purchase 
it with a view to exhibit Panoramas, may be supplied occasionally with these, by Mr Henry 
Ashton Barker of Leicester Square, London” (19th July 1806, Caledonian Mercury). One 
presumes these panoramas were rolled up and transported by stage coach across the 
country. 
 
Hardly ackowledged in the literature of panoramas, arguably it was John Knox (1776-1845) in 
the early part of his career who was to become an influential painter of panoramas in terms of 
accuracy, romanticism and local interest; consciously drawing on a growing public interest in 
the landscape from the Clyde and beyond Glasgow of the Trussochs, to some degree 
promoted by Sir Walter Scott’s recent publication of Lady of the Lake in 1810.  Knox is an 
enigma in many ways, his early years and training as seemingly ephemeral has the largescale 
panoramas he painted. Born in Paisley in 1776, a son of a yarn merchant (John Knox Snr.). 
His twin brothers George and Robert were born in 1791 (known later as Robert of Kelvingrove) 
(Stuart, 1988). His family moved to Glasgow in 1799 and as a twelve year old boy he would 
have very likely seen Barkers panorama of Edinburgh. By then John Knox & Sons were trading 
from Glassford Street, Glasgow. It is possible that at this point John Knox junior was working 
for his father, elder brother Henry and younger brother William. No direct evidence exists to 
associate Knox with an apprenticeship in painting, house painting or scene painting. He may 
have apprenticed under Alexander Nasmyth (1758-1840) but as yet no direct evidence has 
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come to light. Knox would have probably been introduced to the work of Nasmyth through his 
scene painting or his panorama of London. Although stylistically Nasmyth’s landscape easel 
paintings have an Italian classical feel when compared to Knox’s later oil painting; he may 
have learnt the fundamental skills that later equiped him to paint on such a vast scale and to 
see the potential for enthralling the public with the romatic landscapes and topical scenes 
close to home.  
 
In 1809 Knox registered as John (portrait painter), 34 Miller Street, Glasgow (Stuart, 1988). 
Nasmyth’s focus was on Edinburgh at this point, and Knox expanded his genre and developed 
his own style through painting his adopted city, “We have pleasure in informing the public, that 
Mr Knox’s Panoramic View of the City is now finished” displayed ‘at the large wooden building, 
south side of the New Theatre, Queen-street, Glasgow”, opening on the 7thth February 1809 
until 12th July 1809 (Glasgow Herald February 6, 1809). See Figures 1a & b. 
 

      Figure 1a Glasgow Herald. February 10, 1809.                                 
 

 
Figure 1b The City of Glagow, John Knox, c.1817, unframed: 304.8 mm x 1193.8 mm, Glasgow Museums GMC OG.BJFF.BBJ) 
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Figure 2 Wigleys Rooms 1820 P_1880-1113-2250    Figure 3 University of Glasgow (Eph E/46). 
 © The Trustees of the British Museum     © University of Glasgow Library GLA ASC 
 
 
The panorama travelled to Edinburgh where it was displayed for just over a month on The 
Mound (Caledonian Mercury, June 17, 1809), moving to London to Mr Wigley’s large 
exhibition room at Spring Gardens (Morning Post 10th July 1810, The Times August 9, 1810). 
Wigley’s had been used to display panoramas since 1796 (Hyde, 1988), the room was 
approximately 52 feet wide and 62 feet long, with a viewing area on the second floor (Figure 
2). Its next venue seems to have been Dublin at D'Olier Street in 1811 before it returned to 
Glasgow in May 1813 with “the New Jail…” and “All the New Additions, with a great number 
of fine Figures”(Glasgow Herald, 3rd May 1813). The painting shows a city in transition from 
fields of Glasgow green to the developing industires in Anderston with their smoking chimneys. 
Knox has kept the perspective that would have been used for the original panorama canvas, 
i.e. that when curved around to form 270 degrees, the bridges take up the correct orientations. 
The elevation from the South side of Old Glasgow Bridge is also preserved as if looking from 
above (see Figure 1b The City of Glasgow, John Knox, C. 1817). The perspective “taken from 
an elevation situation at the South End of the Old Bridge” was employed again for Knox’s next 
panorama View from Ben Lomond, “taken from within 100ft of the mountain top”. The elavation 
is consistent with the viewing gallery shown in the published explanation plans that 
accompanied the Bolougne panorama shown in the Queen Street rotunda by Serries; this 
shows a viewing platform extending in from the perimeter and what appears to be steps (See 
Figure 3). During this time Knox was also working his next rotunda panorama, the View from 
Ben Lomond, first exhibited on the 2nd January 1810 (Glasgow Courier January 2, 1810) 
“encouraged by the reception of his last Painting, viz. the View of the City…..”. The panorama 
was displayed again in May with “many considerable improvements and additional figures” 
(Glasgow Herald, May 28, 1810). It then moved to London followed by Edinburgh where it 
remained until 22nd August 1811, moving again to Dublin on the 22 Jan 1812 to Sackville 
Street (Rockett, 2011), where Knox also displayed the City of Glasgow.  
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Figure 4. ‘Orientation Plan of the Panorama’ reproduced in George Fairfull-Smith, The Wealth of a City, Glasgow Art Index, 
CABA (PC) Photos © CSG CIC  
 
Knox also painted two smaller oil painting versions of the completed 270 degree panorama 
made up of a pair (hwww.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/48645/south-western-view-ben-
lomond;www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/48644/north-western-view-ben-lomond). 
One version has the “additional figures” (See Figures 5a & b), suggesting that Knox painted 
his smaller copies soon after or in preparation for the larger rotunda panorama and when it 
had “many considerable improvements”. 
 

 

Figure 5a South Western View from Ben Lomond, John Knox unframed: 622 mm x 1575 mm. Glasgow Museums  
 
 

https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/48645/south-western-view-ben-lomond
https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/48645/south-western-view-ben-lomond
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Figure 5b North Western View from Ben Lomond, John Knox unframed: 622 mm x 1575 mm. Glasgow Museums  
 
The panoramas of John Knox caught the spirit of the Sublime with the emotional and 
philosophical engagement with the landscape. The high vantage point from which the viewer 
is drawn into the painting serves two aims; it provides a sense of awe and wonder, but also in 
the context of the rotunda version, it is necessary to provide an immersion in the landscape. 
As Barker had written in his patent for the invention of the panorama “the inner enclosure may 
be elevated, at the will of the artist, so as to make observers, on whatever situation he may 
wish they should imagine themselves, feel as if really on the very spot” (BL General Reference 
Collection 258.d.13-27. Vol. 1 (1794)-v. 15 (1801)). John Knox was to repeat this visual device 
with his third panorama A View of Dublin, presumably for which he had made sketches while 
exhibiting the previous two at Sackville Street (Freemans Journal 26 August 1813; 17 
September 1813). A View of Dublin was  displayed in Glasgow on the 2nd May 1812 employing 
the same visual references that made for public acclaim: a view of the city out to the lighthouse 
and the distant Wicklow hills, and importantly “number of excellent representations of person 
of notoriety”.  This panorama travelled to Edinburgh and Dublin in 1813 ‘never was there a 
painting of similar kind, that presents such uncommon and interesting variety” (Rockett, 2011). 
Unlike “View from Old Glasgow Bridge” first exhibited in 1821 and “ View from Ben Lomond” 
in 1829, Knox is not known to have exhibited a smaller oil painting version of “A View of 
Dublin”. In 1813, three of his panoramas were on exhibition, to which he added “The Grand 
Historical Transparent Painting of the Taking and the Burning of Moscow….displayed …in that 
large room 7 & 8 Candleriggs Street…painted from Views of Moscow, and from the most 
authentic accounts of this most awful and tremendous even”. The effects described of 
“Buildings on Fire….Rockets, and Red Hot Balls”  were to be seen by artificial light (Glasgow 
Herald 16th July 1813). The technique of transpareny painting allowed the illumination of the 
canvas from the front and the reverse. Usually executed on linen or muslin which was 
stretched then sized with animal skin glue. The colours were applied thinly without a 
preparatory ground layer, as this would have prevented the transmission of the light through 
the canvas. No evidence exists from which to ascertain which method Knox employed, as he 
would have been proficient in both. The City Halls used for entertainment, exhibitions and 
music were in Candriggs Street, the painting may have been displayed in its “large room”. This 
painting was a departure from Knox’s earlier panoramas. Firstly, it is unlikely that the sketches 
from which he worked were his own and secondly the technique of transparency painting 
differed in that it was usually light from behind  with artificial light rather than natural light from 
above. It was much more in the spirit of spectacle than the sublime. However, the description 
implies that there was considerable detail. Interesting for this and the subsequent panoramas, 
the newspaper adverts announced “descriptions may be had” at various venues in the town. 
Whether this was the case for the earlier Knox panoramas is unclear as none so far have 
come to light, nor were they mentioned in the adverts of the time. Maybe, Barkers Leicester 
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Square Panorama where aquatints, descriptions and souvenirs were on sale had encouraged 
Knox to see an opportunity for additional revenue for his work or simply as Moscow and 
Gibraltar were far from home, he felt that the public needed more guidance to fully appreaciate 
the experience. 
 
The Moscow painting moved venue in and around Glasgow but does not seem to have 
travelled any further. However, while it was on display we can assume that Knox travelled to 
Gibraltar to make preparatory sketches for what appears to be his last “Grand Panoramic 
Painting” for   which he went back to his more familiar compositional style; with the Gibraltar 
rock, town, Shipping, The Mediterranean Sea with the “great fortress commanded by his 
Excellency, General Elliot.” The panorama was exhibited once again at Queen street, “having 
been shut for some days past, owing to the severity of the weather….now with warm stoves 
for a few weeks only” (5th February 1815 Glasgow Herald). The winter of 1814 was one of the 
coldest winters in Britian in the past 300 years (HadCET records, see 
www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcet/). Heavy snow fell between 3rd and 5th January 1814, 
followed by a day long thaw until the frost returne, remaining until 5th February 1814. (Hart, 
2019). This would have made travel to Glasgow, even along the new roads which were now 
blocked from Edinburgh, and with snow down to the boarders and up to Aberdeenshre, almost 
impossible. 
 
Stretched finances resulting from the need to heat the rotunda and the snow bound public 
may have been the reason the Gibraltar  was the last panorama Knox displayed. By March 
the Glasgow Herald announced that “Any person neglecting this opportunity certainly will lose 
a sight of the Grandest Subject ever exhibited in this Country”.  On the 21st February 1814 an 
advert announced “Mr Knox continues to teach the above ARTS at BROWNFIELD. He has 
just opened a Morning Class, from eight till nine, for Gentlemen who may be engaged through 
the day.” (Glasgow Courier February 22, 1814). Table 1 List panoramas and places they were 
exhibited that it has been possible to find reference to date.  
 
Knox conducted both a private and public drawing School one operated from Brownfield the 
other from Dunlop Street. It is here that Daniel Macnee (1806-1882) was an apprenticed for 
four years, then one year with Mr Hugh Wilson and Horatio McCulloch (1805-1867). It is not 
clear whether any of his students assisted in the painting of his panoramas, or whether one of 
his brothers helped out. John Knox’s son Thomas was eventually to exhibit at the Royal 
Academy in 1848. He died in 1850 at 41 thus would have been too young to more than a 
“colourboy” fetching materials and mixing pigments. One of the few descriptions of the 
activities of an apprentice under Knox is given by William Leitch (1804-1883) who became a 
scene painter at the Theatre Royal, Queen Street in 1824 - (Ballantine, 1866). Leitch describes 
seeing the amazing painted scenery of David Roberts at the Theatre Royal, Glasgow and 
describes meetings with his friends Mcnee, McCulloch and Nasymth. Leitch recalls “Mcnee 
and I were not at school together, but I often saw him. I spent much of my spare time with him 
in his mother’s house, and we were always drawing. Macnee was at that time an articled pupil 
to an artist then very popular in Glasgow- Mr. John Knox. On one occasion he showed me two 
little paintings in oil, copies from Mr Knox-Views of Dumbarton Castle-and as I expressed a 
desire to try something in oil, he offered to let me have one of them to copy at home” 
(MacGeorge, 1884).  
 
From this period onward John Knox turned his attention to his drawing schools, lithography 
and oil painting, exhibiting five works at his first exhibition at the Glasgow Institution for 
Promoting and Encouraging the Fine Arts in the West of Scotland in 1821. “A View of the 
Clyde from Dalnotter Hill, two views of Loch Lomond, one of Loach Ard and Inveraray from 
Dunoquoich (McClure, 1976).  He published two volumes of lithographs (View of Old Glasgow, 
Trongate & 21 others) entitled “Scotish Scenery drawn upon a Stone” in 1828, while continuing 
to paint the landscape around Glasgow, and events including “First Steam boat on the Clyde” 
painted circa 1820, which immortalises The Comet, which was launched on the 15th August 
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1812. Knox has shifted the view point to the right compared to “A View of the Clyde from 
Dalnotter” making the Clyde and steamboat central to the compostion. Two other works stand 
out for their depictions with local intresest that is “Old Glasgow Fair” circa 1819 and “Old 
Glasgow Cross” circa 1826 . In both works a great many people are shown, some of which 
are thought to be identifiable individuals (Meacock, 2019).   
 
Knox exhibited in ten exhibitons between 1821 and 1835. The first exhibition in which the 
smaller oil painting versions of “View From Loch Lomond “ were shown was at the Dilettante 
Society in 1929 (marked not for sale) and again in 1834. During 1830 Knox had travelled to 
Holland and on returning started to sell “Four Chests of Paintings from Rotterdam and 
Antwerp”, they were old Masters “selected with care”. We can assume that some of these 
works were used in Knox’s drawing school for copying by his students.  An advertisement for 
the Glasgow Herald in December 1830 decribes how he “had the very great opportunity of 
examining and judging the best Works of Art”. In 1831 he exhibited at the Glasgow Dilettante 
Society and later that year left for the Continent at which point his remaining Dutch and 
Flemish paintings were sold by is brother Robert (Glasgow Herald 6th May 1831).  Knox came 
back to Britian in 1832 and this time to 1 Upper Gloucester Place London, from where he 
entered his works to London exhibitions until 1835. He returned home to Glasgow in 1836 to 
exhibit locally and restart his drawing classes at 85 St Vincent Street. Moving to 175 Buchanan 
Street in 1838 and then to Main Street, Keswick in 1840; where he was a tenant of Joseph 
Banks (1807-1860), a weaver who had become a successful pencil manfacturer. The family 
connection (probably originally through weaving) with Keswick was through John’s wife Sarah, 
daughter of Dinah Crosthwaite and Thomas Scott (possbibly of Scott’s Woollen Manufactory 
in Keswick). Joseph’s father William Banks was also a wollen manufacturer in Keswick. 
Around 1835 Joseph Banks formed Foster, Banks & Co. the pencil manufacturer (The Journal, 
2011). However, the exact relationhip between Banks and Knox has yet to be determined. For 
the last five years of his life Knox appears to have only exhibited two works, these were at  the 
Royal Scottish Academy Exhibition in 1841. John Knox died in Keswick in the 5th January 
1845.  
 
Sadly, it is only possible to imagine the panoramic paintings of John Knox through the easel 
painting versions of Old Glasgow Bridge and View From Ben Lomond. His minute attention to 
detail which gave his paintings both topical and local interest were clearly an important aspect 
in his panoramas. One may reasonably assume that his compositions and technique which 
captures the sublime would have had a powerful effect on the viewers on the Queen Street 
rotunda viewing platform. Further research might shed light on whether Knox had assistants 
for the vast canvases and whether at any point he turned his hand to scenic painting for the 
theatres of Glasgow,  Edinburgh or even London. It maybe that he stood in the shadow of 
Alexander Nasymth, a man of many accomplishments in all three cities. In the later part of his 
career Knox focused on his drawing school and easel painting from which he made a living 
but for which he was largely forgotton by the generations that came after him. In common with 
many of his Scottish contemporaries, very little scholarly work has considered John Knox’s 
contribution to landscape painting of the period. Through technical art history research we aim 
to gain a greater understanding of John Knox’s art in the making. 
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Table 1 List of Known Locations of John Knox Panoramas 
Morning Post; Freemans Journal, Glasgow Herald; Glasgow Courier; Caldedonian Mercury; 
Morning Post; Rockett, 2011.   

 Cities Exhibited    

 Glasgow Edinburgh  London Dublin 

John Knox 
Panoramas     

City of Glasgow 

7thth February 1809 until 12th July 1809  17th- 19th June 180 9- 27th 

July 1809 

10th July 1810 Wigley's 

Exhibition Room 

1811 D'Olier Street, then 1812 

Sackville Street 

 

Reopened May - June 1813 (with new Jail and 

additional figures) 
   

View From Ben 

Lomond 2nd January 1810 - 28th May 1810.   

25th Sept 1810 - 22nd Aug 

1811  22 Jan 1812 Sackville Street 

 

Re-exhibited again to close " for ever" on the 7th 

Aug 1813    

Edinburgh 

17th May 1811 - 13th Nov 1811  26th Nov.  1811- 24 Dec 

1811   1812 D'Olier Street  

Dublin 2nd May 1812 

12th Nov 1812 - 8th April 

1813  1813 Sackville Street 

Moscow 

16th July 1813 - 7th Aug 1813  Candleriggs St. 

Glasgow.    

Gibraltar 5th Feb 181 4 - 12th March 1814     


